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What is the Universe?  
Mystery: No thing, Infinity desired finitude.  
Mystery. 
Infinity desired to clothe itself in finitude. 
How do we know?  
Because here we are.  
Fact: Infinity manifested our universe not as an eternal fact but as an evolving process. 
The Universe is evolving. 
What does that mean?  
It means that the universe is not a just fact, it is a story. It is not an ordinary story. It is a love 
story. The Universe is not an ordinary love story but an evolutionary love story. A story has a 
plotline. The action has telos [inherent direction] and is driven by underlying forces. The plot 
line of the evolutionary love story is the Evolution of Love. The animating force that drives 
the story is evolutionary love. Evolutionary love is the force of Eros and allurement that 
moves all of reality to seek every deeper contact and ever greater wholes. Every new level of 
wholeness has new properties that the parts did not have. The whole is always emergent, 
greater than the sum of its previous parts.   
 
Electromagnetic attraction is but one of the forces of allurement. Quarks seek deeper 
contact or intimacy with other quarks and form larger wholes – subatomic particles. 
Subatomic particles, protons neutrons and electrons seek deeper contact or intimacy with 
each other and form larger wholes – what we call atoms. Atoms seeks deeper contact or 
intimacy with each other and form larger wholes, what we call molecules.  Molecules seek 
deeper contact or intimacy with each other and form larger wholes, what we call complex 
molecules. Complex molecules seek deeper contact or intimacy with each other and form 
greater wholes, what we call cells.  
  
A new whole –drawn from diverse parts, forms a new whole that is greater than the sum of 
all the previous parts. In evolutionary science we call the whole that is greater than the sum 
of the parts a new emergent. Water for example, is a combination of oxygen and hydrogen 
molecules neither of which are liquid at room temperature. But when you combine the parts 
– the two different kinds of molecules in the right configuration of intimacy, a new emergent 
is born –namely water. It is a whole greater then sum of the parts. It is a new quality – a 
novel emergent of intimacy that never existed before. A cell is made up of an entire range of 
parts – molecules of various forms in various configuration of intimacy. None of them 
however either respires or replicates. But when the parts come together and deepens their 
intimacies –something entirely novel emerges: a cell – that is to say – biological life itself. 
The new intimacy generates new possibility – the new emergent. 
 
Reality is suffused and driven by Eros and allurement all the way up and all the way down. 
Reality evolves to every higher levels of interconnectivity. The interior of interconnectivity is 
intimacy.  



The Universe: A Love Story is the true nature of reality. The evolutionary love story of reality 
– like every love story –includes mystery, agony and ecstasy. But the direction of evolution is 
the evolution of ever-deeper configurations of intimacy –what we have called the evolution 
of love.  
 
The New Universe story, itself is a product of diverse parts, shared validated truths from the 
exterior and interior sciences. These truths together form a new story of reality, reality as a 
love story. The story itself is a whole greater than the sum of its previous parts. The story 
itself is a new configuration of intimacy.  
From the new universe story flows a new narrative of identity which engages the following 
question. 
  
Who am I? 
Who are You? 
Who are We? 
  
The greatest question that every human being must ask himself or herself in every moment 
is, Who Am I?  
  
Who Are You?  
  
The best answer to the inquiry of Who Are You Is: You are Unique Self 
  
Deeper still you are an Evolutionary Unique Self. 
  
What does that mean? 
  
As you Evolutionary Unique Self, you awaken ever more deeply to the truths of evolutionary 
and interiors science and realize that your Unique Self lives in an Evolutionary context.  
  
You cultivate an evolutionary relationship to life. You realize that the evolutionary impulse 
pulses personally in your heart. You understand that your unique self is the personal face of 
the evolutionary impulse, awaken and alive in you. You realize that Evolution is not only a 
process out there but that evolution is awakening as you in person.  
  
You understand that you have the capacity to be the leading edge of evolution. You are 
personally implicated in the evolutionary story.  You understand that your love story is 
chapter and verse in the Universe: A love story.   
  
You know that without the irreducibly unique expression of love intelligence and love beauty 
that is you, the world will have a unique quality of pain and suffering that could have been 
loved open and transformed. You know that without irreducibly unique expression of love in 
intelligence and love beauty that is you, the plot line of the Universe: a love story cannot 
evolve to ever-higher levels of goodness truth and beauty.  
  
  
To be a Unique Self is to that you are:  



An irreducibly unique expression of the love intelligence and love beauty that is the initiating 
and animating Eros and Energy of all –that - is, which lives in you, as you and through you 
that never was, is or will be other than through you. 
  
As such: You have an irreducibly unique perspective and an irreducibly taste. You incarnate 
an irreducibly unique quality of intimacy.  
  
As such: Your Unique quality of intimacy and your Unique perspective come together to 
form your Unique Self and activate your Unique Gift. Your Unique Gift emerges directly from 
Your Unique Self. 
  
As such: You realized that you have a unique gift that addresses a unique need in your 
unique circle of intimacy and influence and your unique gift cannot be given by anyone that 
ever was is or will be other then you and you alone.  
  
As such: You realize that the greatest joy and delight of your life is both to give your unique 
gift and to receive the unique gifts intended for you. 
 
To realize that you are a Unique Self is to know that you are not merely Homo Sapiens but 
that you are Homo Amore. Amore means love. You are a unique configuration 
of Evolutionary Love: Amore.  
  
You are Homo Amore! 
  
As such: Activating Your Essence as Homo Amore – as Unique Self, and giving Your Unique 
Gift of Evolutionary Love is the quality of unique being and doing whose enactment in the 
intention and purpose of your life. 
  
Your Unique Gift has two faces. First your unique gift is your unique quality of being - your 
uniquely good, true and beautiful presence in the world. Second your unique gift is your 
unique capacity to address a unique need within your circle of intimacy and influence in a 
singular way that can by you and you alone. 
  
In this precise and potent sense your unique gift is needed by all that is. In this precise and 
poignant and potent sense you are needed by all –that - is. Reality Needs Your Service. Your 
unique Deed is Reality’s Need.  
  
You are Homo Amore! 
  
Your Unique Gift can be given by no one else that ever was, is or will be. If you do not 
activate your unique gift - the unique expression of love intelligence and love beauty –  
awake and alive through your unique perspective and unique quality of intimacy, then the 
corner of the world that was yours to love open will remain trapped in Un-Love.  
  
Only the unique frequency of your light can stand at the abyss of that particular darkness 
and declare – Let There Be Light. 
  



  
Your Unique Self is not your separate self. Your Unique Self is the Unique Expression of your 
True Self or your essence. The total number of True Selves in the world is One. There is only 
One essence in the world.  Your awakening takes place when you realize that you are not 
merely a separate self but True Self. True Self is the singular that has no plural. True Self + 
Your Unique Perspective +Your unique Intimacy = Unique Self= Homo Amore.   
  
From Unique Self to Unique Self Symphony: 
  
But you are not only an I - You are part of a We. You live in Evolutionary Intimacy as part of 
larger Evolutionary We- Space. 
  
In the final known stage of the Evolution of Love, Evolutionary Unique Selves then come 
together to form Unique Self Jazz symphony.  
  
Who are We? 
  
We are a Unique Self symphony - a Unique Self Jazz symphony in which every Homo Amore, 
every Unique Self, plays their own irreducibly unique instrument as part of the larger 
symphony. This is the natural result of evolutionary unique selves coming together to form 
evolutionary We - Space. The Unique Self Jazz symphony is the technology of the self - 
organizing universe whose plot line is the evolution of love and whose animating and 
motivating force is evolutionary love.  
   
 
 
 


